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Angel by Lo-tel

Tune to Drop D 

INTRO: 
Eb///////
           
G#    Eb    Bb    Cm   Bb    G#    Eb    Bb
Na  na na na ....

Verse 1:
              Eb         Gm Bb                Cm Cm         Fm Gm Gm
So there s an angel at your shoulder and she is watching over you
            Eb Eb         Gm Bb                Cm Cm         Fm Gm Gm
She   is    fragile   and   small  and  she is rarely  in the mood
           Eb  Gm  Bb              Cm Cm        (D)G# G#  
Its such a perfect view she sees  everything  you do
           Eb  Gm  Bb              Cm Cm        (D)G# G# 
Its   no   surprise she knows when I  am in the room
   Gm Gm         Bb   Bb         G#   G#             Eb
So if you see that angel you can tell her this for me

Chorus: ( slide up to D on 12th fret from G )
G#        Eb              Bb                   Cm          Bb     G#
Angel, I know you are a friend but all good things come to an end
G#        Eb              Bb
so I think maybe you ll agree

Verse 2
Wings are such an asset to an angel on the run
an essential part to play in the role of the guardian
but everybody knows, it ain t no secret what happens
when an angel flies a little too close to the sun
So if you see that angel you can tell her this for me

( Rpt Chorus )

Bridge: ( slide down from D on 12th fret into A & G )
    Cm                                          
The angel gets what the angel needs
    Bb                                                
The angel gets what the angel needs
    G#                              (Bb)
The angel gets what the angel needs
    Cm                                          
The angel gets what the angel needs
    Bb                                                



The angel gets what the angel needs
    G#                              
The angel gets what the angel needs
    G#
The angel gets what the angel

Chorus 2
G#        Eb                Bb                 Cm          Bb     G#
Angel, I know you are a friend but all good things come to an end
G#        Eb                Bb                 Cm          Bb     G#
so you can leave here peacefully.. you will live here on your knees
G#        Eb                Bb                 Cm          Bb     G#
Angel, I know you are a friend but all good things come to an end
G#        Eb                Bb                 Fm//////(oct)
so you can leave here peacefully..                      

Outro ( slide up to D on 12th fret from G )
||: G#     Eb     Bb     Cm  Bb  G#     Eb     Bb   Cm  Bb:|| (Rpt & Fade..)


